
Earlier this year, I wrote about some "oldie but goodie" features
of ISPF edit—picture strings, tabs, bounds, line labels and so

forth. How about some newer goodies? CUT and PASTE are
indeed "newer," in a mainframe sense anyway. They appeared in ISPF
edit about six or seven years ago.

COPY VERSUS CUT CLARIFICATION

For many years, I have been a heavy user of the Windows-based
clipboard to cut and paste text when using mainframe 3270-emulator
software. Technically speaking, what I use most frequently is more
correctly referred to as a copy and paste.

The emulator that I use (Reflection from WRQ) supports a true cut
function, as long as the data being cut is modifiable. For example, text
within an ISPF edit session can be cut (removed) as opposed to mere-
ly copied. Data in an ISPF browse session cannot be cut (CTRL-X).

I am going to great lengths here to cover the differences between a
copy and a cut (in a Windows-based emulator context) because of the
potential for confusion about how the ISPF edit command named CUT
operates. The name alone—CUT—might cause some confusion.

Normally, the ISPF edit CUT command won't delete the on-screen
data—at least not in the Windows meaning of cut. But it can if you tell it to.

Considering that ISPF edit has had a Copy primary command (used
to import external data into an edit session) since the 1980s, the devel-
opers of the ISPF CUT and PASTE commands chose an appropriate
variation on the word COPY to describe the CUT command's action.

The CUT ISPF edit command can perform either a copy or a cut-
type function.

CUT AND PASTE BASICS

If you have ever used the CC or C (or the MM or M) line commands
in conjunction with the A (or B) line commands to copy or move lines
around in an edit session, you already know how to select the lines for
the CUT command.

As usual, I'm going to suggest reading the CUT and PASTE portions
of the ISPF tutorial. It will take only a minute or two and it's a simple
read. To read about CUT and PASTE in the ISPF tutorial:

� From within an ISPF edit session, press the HELP PF Key
(normally PF1)

� From main edit tutorial menu, select: 13—Edit primary commands
� From the primary command menu, select: 6—External data

commands
� Type the word CUT in the command line
� Repeat for PASTE

When reading the tutorial, note the fact that a Windows-style cut is
accomplished by using the MM (or M) line commands along with CUT
as a primary command. The more common copy function is accom-
plished with the CC (or C) line commands.
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Here, individual clipboards can be manipulated—edited, cleared, renamed—as well
as browsed, deleted and set to Read-Only. The clipboard named DEFAULT is the one
that ISPF edit will use if no clipboard name follows a CUT or PASTE command.

FIGURE 1: THE CUT DISPLAY POP-UP

Near the center of the screen, the CUT and PASTE defaults are established for all of
your sessions. For CUT, data being cut can either overlay (Replace) or be "tacked on
the end" (Append) of a clipboard. For PASTE, the clipboard data can either be retained
(Keep) or erased (Delete) in conjunction with a PASTE. Note that these options are
also available as parameters to the CUT and/or PASTE commands. For example: CUT
APPEND would "tack-on" whatever data was being cut to the DEFAULT clipboard.
Similarly, PASTE DELETE would empty the default clipboard.

FIGURE 2: THE EDSET (EDIT_SETTINGS) POP-UP



PASTE uses the inverse line commands. The
A (or B) line command is used in conjunction
with the PASTE primary command to indicate
the target line of the paste—after or before.

That's it. These are the basic operations of
the ISPF edit commands CUT and PASTE.

THE DISPLAY PARAMETER OF CUT

Try a simple CUT by placing a C line command on any data line in
ISPF Edit and then issuing the CUT command without any parameters.

Now enter: CUT DISPLAY as a primary command. At z/OS V1R4,
you should see a pop-up that looks like the one shown in FIGURE 1.

Try a few of the commands shown at this pop-up—Browse, Edit, etc.
Enter the single letter command next to the clipboard name to execute
the command. Note that the clipboard named DEFAULT is somewhat
specialized in that you cannot rename or delete it. You can make it
Read-Only though.

ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS OF CUT AND PASTE

In addition to DISPLAY, there are a number of other parameters that
can follow both the CUT and PASTE commands. Since these com-
mands are "two sides of the same coin" so to speak, the parameters that
can be entered along with them are also.

Both CUT and PASTE will accept a name, of your choosing, as long
as it fits the member-name naming standard (eight or less characters,
must begin with a letter, etc). This allows you to create your own
named clipboards.

CUT also accepts the parameters REPLACE and APPEND. PASTE
accepts KEEP and DELETE.

The site wide defaults for CUT and PASTE are established at instal-
lation-time by settings in the ISPF Configuration Table. Individual
TSO/ISPF users can modify their CUT and PASTE defaults by either:

� Issuing the EDSET command within an ISPF edit session
� Using the Edit_Settings action bar drop-down

Both methods invoke the same dialog. Refer to FIGURE 2 for addi-
tional details. In particular, note that the default settings can be over-
ridden on a per-invocation basis by entering the trailing parameter, as
in CUT APPEND, if the default is REPLACE.

You cannot issue something like PASTE APPEND or CUT DELETE.
You will correctly get an error message. It isn't wise to try and assign CUT
or PASTE parameter names (such as APPEND or DELETE) to your own
clipboards. This is how the ISPF edit program interprets something like
CUT DELETE; that you are trying to create a clipboard named DELETE.

INTEGRATION WITH THE ISPF EDITOR

Since the CUT and PASTE commands are full-fledged ISPF edit
commands, you also have the integrated power of other ISPF features
such as exclusion and line labels. Consider the commands shown in
FIGURE 3. They are all valid.

Also, for readers who like to write edit macros, CUT and PASTE are
fully supported under the ISREDIT macro API. As a macro maven
myself, I can think of many uses for CUT and PASTE from within an
edit macro. In fact, I have already used CUT and PASTE to create an
edit macro that I have named SPRAY—Copy a line (or a block) after
(or before) multiple target lines.

CONCLUSION

To conclude this month's column, here, in no particular order, are
some observations on the CUT and PASTE commands of ISPF edit:

� Clipboards are not persistent across TSO logons. That is, they
aren't written to a profile dataset or any other form of DASD when
you logoff TSO. However, they remain available in the situation
where you exit ISPF to TSO Ready-mode and then immediately
re-enter ISPF. Still, don't rely on clipboards for long-term storage.
Use them or lose them.

� When pasting multiple lines of data "Windows-style" (CTRL-V)
into an ISPF edit session, empty "white space" must be in place
to receive the pasted data. Not so with the ISPF edit PASTE
command. It will insert the pasted lines.

� If a block of lines is marked with the MM line commands and is
truly CUT from the data, if an edit session has Recovery On (or
Setundo Storage active), the UNDO command can be used to put
the removed lines back. If UNDO is used in this manner, the cut
lines will still remain on the clipboard. That is, UNDO doesn't
touch the external clipboard. It merely puts the cut lines back.

� From the CUT DISPLAY screen, the description that follows a
clipboard name can be overtyped. This allows a bit of a textual
description to be associated with a clipboard. Like the clipboards
themselves, however, the descriptive text will not remain in place
across TSO logons.

� When moving between the Windows-style copy and paste in a
3270-emulator and the ISPF edit CUT and PASTE commands,
you might find yourself getting confused between the two. No
shame in that.

Happens to me all the time!
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CUT JIM .ZF .ZL  – (Cut entire edit session to clipboard JIM)
CUT X            - (Cut only excluded lines to DEFAULT clipboard)
CUT A .A .B APPEND – (Cut a line label range, appending to clipboard A)

FIGURE 3: USING CUT AND PASTE WITH OTHER ISPF EDIT FEATURES

TIP OF THE MONTH:
If you toggle the DEFAULT clipboard to Read-Only, you

won't be able to CUT lines to it.Toggling a clipboard—any
clipboard—to Read-Only effectively locks it to update.To
toggle it back to update, simply re-enter the "O" command
next to it after issuing a CUT DISPLAY.


